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MONTAIGNE'S GREATNESS

"Whcn Montaigne died three hundred And fifty years ago today Prance was

turbulent," says today 1
s Nov York Tines. "Montaigne's 'life had been spent in a

milieu of lawlessness, civil wars and religious persecution.

"It is Montaigne* s greatness that in an era of bigotry and violence he championed
the individual’s right to freedom, the necessity for order and humanity. His writings

were an attempt to explore and understand the inner life of non. Liberty was

essential for moral and intellectual expansion, he concluded.

"Today, as in his own century, Montaigne speaks for all that is civilized in

Prance, for the right of the individual for stability and tolerance.”

THE OPERATIONS IN MADAGASCAR

"It was entirely in order for the British to extend their occupation of

Madagascar ," states the '.Washington Post, "Fortunately they have been able to do

so with a minimun of difficulty. The principal harbours on the island* s west coast

have been taken over and similar action is in prospect with respect to Madagascar
1
s

chief centres on the cast coast. Both Great Britain and the United States, which

has formally approved the British action, have solemnly declared that the island will

be returned to Franco once the present danger has been removed. These assurances

the French people -.dll understand and respect regardless of the inevitable

fuhrdnations of Vichy,"

THE LESSON OF STALINGRAD

"The most compelling feature in the grim drama of the war in Russia has "been

the role of the cities,.... /nong then all the desperate battle of Stalingrad must

take first rank," says the New York Herald Tribune, "Americans nay look about the

quiet streets of their towns and attempt to picture then under the hail of

destruction that has been visited upon Stalingrad; they nay look at their neigh-

bours and think of the non and women of Stalingrad contesting each bloody yard of

each shattered suburban street. They nay be novel to awe; they must be moved to

gratitude, for Stalingrad has been killing the non who would kill Americans;

Stalingrad has been buying tine for victory*"
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